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have sizes comparable to that of the Solar
System and masses equivalent to that of Earth3.
These small structures (substructures) would
then have merged together to form larger
ones, and so on, forming a full hierarchy
of structures within structures. The largest
structures correspond to haloes of rich clusters
of galaxies.
So the question is whether or not darkmatter simulations have enough resolution
to resolve the smallest structures. The bigger
the number of dark-matter particles used in
the simulations, the larger the number of substructures detected. But at what stage can we be
sure that numerical convergence is achieved?
Springel et al. answer this question to a large
extent4 by identifying and tracing dark-matter
structures and substructures in a very robust
way. To achieve that end, they perform several

simulations with various resolutions — that is,
with different numbers of particles, but with
the same initial configuration. They are then
able to cross-identify the substructures found
in the different simulations and perform a
quantitative, unprecedented convergence
study of the fine details in the distribution of
dark matter in our Galactic halo.
They conclude that, in fact, the main contribution for indirect dark-matter detection
should come from the smooth component of the
halo of our Galaxy instead of its substructures,
at variance with some earlier analyses5,6. If these
results are confirmed, astronomers should take
them into account in future analyses of γ-ray
observations, particularly when trying to disentangle the contribution of dark matter from
that of other γ-ray sources, such as those found
in the plane of our Milky Way. The debate
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Enzymes under the nanoscope
Anthony J. Kirby and Florian Hollfelder
Small-scale interactions of substrates with an enzyme’s active site
— over distances smaller than the length of a chemical bond — can make
big differences to the enzyme’s catalytic efficiency.
When Richard Feynman died in 1988, he left
behind the following words on his blackboard:
“What I cannot create, I do not understand.”
His message certainly resonates with protein
engineers. When it comes to making enzymes,
we are clearly missing something, because
artificial enzymes cannot yet be designed that
match natural catalysts in efficiency. Reporting in the Journal of the American Chemical
Society, Sigala et al.1 explain at least part of
the reason why this is so. Tiny variations (on
the scale of 10 picometres, where 1 picometre is 10–12 metres) in the binding interactions
and molecular packing in an enzyme’s active
site can make a remarkable difference to the
efficiency of enzymatic catalysis.
Any biochemistry textbook will tell you
that enzymes catalyse reactions by binding
their substrates’ transition states — highenergy arrangements of atoms that form during reactions — more tightly than the ground
states. This differential recognition lowers the
energy barrier for reaction, and usually occurs
because the transition state fits better into the
active site than does the ground state, and/or
because the active site stabilizes any charges
in the transition state more than those in the
ground state2.
Strong support for this idea comes from
transition-state analogues (TSAs) — stable
molecules designed to mimic the shapes and
charges of transition states. TSAs are highly
efficient inhibitors of enzyme catalysis because
their tight binding to, and slow release from,

enzymes’ active sites blocks the turnover of
native reactions3. Such molecules can even
be used as templates to generate antibodies.
Because these antibodies bind to TSAs, they
should also bind to transition states for reactions modelled by the TSAs, thus catalysing
those reactions. Such ‘catalytic antibodies’4
are arguably the best models of enzymes that
we have, but the reaction-rate accelerations of
these proteins are still tens of billions of times
smaller than those of many enzymes5,6.
Available tools for protein engineering
clearly lack the subtle touch that is required
to prepare effective designer enzymes. For
example, site-directed mutagenesis (a method
in which specific amino acids in proteins are
replaced with others) is commonly used to
investigate the roles of individual amino acids
in catalysis. But the sizes of naturally occurring amino acids vary by discrete increments
of at least one chemical-bond length (roughly
140 picometres), whereas breaking bonds
in a transition state extend by only about
20 picometres, compared with the same bonds
in the ground state. The modifications that we
can make to active sites are therefore larger in
scale than those that enzymes have evolved to
detect. Further complications arise because,
in a highly interconnected protein structure, a
single amino-acid change introduced by sitedirected mutagenesis can create all sorts of
structural changes elsewhere in the enzyme.
Sigala et al.1 now report an approach for
identifying the distance scale at which enzymes

about the nature and small-scale distribution
of dark matter remains open. At the very least,
however, Springel and colleagues have made
a great advance in the field of computational
cosmology.
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recognize the structural reorganization of
substrates during reactions. Because transition
states are, by definition, short-lived high-energy
species that are not amenable to direct analysis,
Sigala et al.1 had to investigate the effects on
enzyme binding of structural variations in a
TSA. They did this using a battery of modern
analytical techniques — including high-resolution X-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy, quantum-mechanical
calculations and TSA-binding measurements —
that allowed them to resolve a difficult problem
with unprecedented precision.
The enzyme chosen for study was ketosteroid isomerase (KSI), which catalyses the
migration of a carbon–carbon double bond
in a wide variety of ketosteroid substrates, by
way of a negatively charged ‘dienolate’ intermediate (Fig. 1a, overleaf). The intermediate,
and thus the transition state that leads to it, is
stabilized by hydrogen bonding to hydroxyl
(OH) groups in the side chains of two amino
acids in the active site. These groups constitute
an ‘oxyanion hole’ — a region of hydrogenbonding groups capable of accommodating
and stabilizing the negative charge that develops in the dienolate. Such oxyanion holes are
held firmly in position by tight packing of local
hydrophobic residues.
The hydrogen bonds that stabilize the
transition states in KSI also bind substrates
in their ground states, but are presumed to
‘tighten up’ as the reaction proceeds. Sigala
et al. monitored this tightening process using
negatively charged phenolate ions as probes
(Fig. 1b). Phenolates have a similar geometry
and charge distribution to that of the dienolate, and bind to the active site of KSI using
the same hydrogen bonds7. In KSI substrates,
a carbon–oxygen double bond lengthens as the
transition state forms, and the negative charge
on the oxygen increases. Similarly, the length
of an analogous carbon–oxygen bond in
phenolates can be varied by changing a substituent on the phenolate; the electron density
45
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Figure 1 | Enzyme-catalysed isomerization. The enzyme ketosteroid
isomerase (KSI) catalyses a reaction in which a carbon–carbon double
bond in the substrate moves to a new position in the molecule. a, The side
chain of an amino acid (red) in the active site triggers the reaction, which
proceeds through a dienolate intermediate. Other side chains (green)
stabilize the dienolate and the transition state that leads to it by forming
hydrogen bonds (dashed lines) to its fully or partly negatively charged

on the oxygen changes at the same time.
According to the accepted mechanism for
KSI-catalysed reactions, increasing the electron
density on the oxygen of a phenolate should
strengthen (and shorten) the hydrogen bonds
that bind the molecule to the active site, and so
reinforce binding to the enzyme. Sigala et al.1
observe that this is indeed the case, but find
that the pattern is disrupted if the phenolates
are made slightly bulkier. When the hydrogen
atoms attached to the carbons on either side
of the oxygen are replaced by fluorine atoms
(which are marginally larger and have higher
electron density than hydrogens), increasing
the electron density on the oxygen makes binding of the phenolate to the active site weaker,
even though the hydrogen bonds should have
been strengthened. This could be because the
fluorine atoms start to clash (either electrostatically or physically) with the groups of the
oxyanion hole as the hydrogen bonds try to
become tighter, and thus shorter.
The crucial finding is that shortening of the
hydrogen bonds by as little as 10 picometres
is prevented by forces in and around the oxyanion hole, suggesting that the level of control
exerted by the active site on the positions of
its substrates operates on this stringently small
scale. This result has wide-reaching implications: it defines experimentally the distance
scale on which enzymes can distinguish geometric rearrangements of atoms, and determines the energetic consequences of this
constraint. The picometre-precision of KSI also
explains why protein engineering to produce
enzymes that have new or altered functions has
proved so difficult.
Sigala and colleagues’ work brings one
particular set of experimental tools to bear on a
complex problem of fundamental importance,
and will certainly concentrate the minds of
those in the field. The same issue can and will
be approached in other ways, and might well
provide a range of answers that are specific to
the system under investigation. We look forward to the development of a consensus. It
will be interesting to see how other molecular
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oxygen. These hydrogen bonds also bind the substrate and the product,
albeit more weakly. Curly arrows indicate electron movement during the
reaction. b, Sigala et al.1 investigate the control of KSI over the position
of transition states during reactions, using phenolate ions as mimics of
dienolates. Both the length of the carbon–oxygen bond and the electron
density on the oxygen depend on the substituent X and on the bulkiness
of the substituents R (R can be either hydrogen or fluorine).

probes can be used to map out the furnishings
of active sites and to define and compare the
distance scales for catalysis. Meanwhile, the
belief that electrostatic and geometric complementarity of active sites and transition states
is central to enzyme catalysis has become
better defined. And, to accept Feynman’s
implicit challenge, what we understand, we
might one day be able to create.
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GLOBAL CHANGE

Climate’s astronomical sensors
Michel Crucifix
A re-evaluation of the relationship between Earth’s orbital parameters,
ice-sheet extent and ocean circulation sets further puzzles for those trying
to disentangle cause from effect in long-term climatic changes.
Earth’s climate ‘feels’ the slow changes in the
parameters of our orbit around the Sun. The
great ice sheets of the Northern Hemisphere
are one sensor, in that they are sensitive to
the amount of solar energy they receive in
summer. Lisiecki et al.1 (page 85 of this issue)
provide evidence that ocean dynamics also
responds to orbital changes, and not just in
the north.
Much of our life is controlled by the rhythms
of days and seasons — not surprisingly, given
that the Sun is our ultimate source of energy.
Earth’s atmosphere senses the rhythms of
days and seasons, too, but both atmosphere
and oceans may respond to the much longer
astronomical cycles that affect incoming solar
radiation. In 1976, Hays et al.2 described how
they tackled this problem. They collected deepsea sediments in the Southern Ocean, dated
them according to depth, and analysed the
oxygen-isotope composition of the calcium

carbonate remains of foraminifera preserved
in the sediments. This quantity is a proxy
for ice-age conditions: isotopic composition
indicates whether climate at any time was
glacial — with large ice sheets in the Northern Hemisphere and low temperatures in the
deep oceans — or interglacial, as today. Hays
et al. then plotted this measure against time
to estimate the frequency spectrum. Several of
the dominant glacial oscillation periods they
found corresponded perfectly to the astronomical periods calculated analytically by Berger3:
19,000 and 23,000 years for climatic precession;
41,000 years for changes in obliquity.
So, what are precession and obliquity? Earth
revolves around the Sun following an elliptic
figure. The climatic-precession parameter tells
us what time in the year we reach perihelion —
that is, the closest point to the Sun, when Earth
is globally exposed to the maximum amount
of incoming solar radiation. Perihelion is
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